                             MicroFox IDE 100Mb Double CF-Card
                              Software Setup by Jim Notini/N.I.A.D.


Prelimary Documentation (06/15/14)
This is a work-in-progress documentation file that I plan to continue to update as time permits. Eventually it will include all the instructions
provided by MicroFox as well so users will not have to read thru multiple individual files.



Use the Windows program HDDRawCopy v1.02 (newer versions if available should work as well) to copy the backup image files to your CF Cards
paying close attention to place image backup #01 on CF Card #01 and image backup #02 on CF Card #02. All the programs originally supplied by
MicroFox Technologies are included (both E.O.S. and T-DOS), I have just organized things differently as well as added a lot of new software to the
E.O.S. partitions as you will see listed below. If you do not want to overwrite the original setup of the CF Cards as supplied by MicroFox Tech-
nologies, you can use other CF Cards to write my image files to. 

CF Card #01 is a 60Mb card and is formatted/partitioned with 20 E.O.S. partitions/volumes each formatted at 2,048K (2Mb) in size. Also contained
of CF Card #01 are 4 T-DOS partitions/volumes (Drive A, B, C and D when booted into T-DOS) each in the area of 8,196K (8Mb). The T-DOS
partitions/volumes are unchanged from how they were supplied by MicroFox.

CF Card #02 is a 40Mb card and is formatted/partitioned with 20 more E.O.S. partitions/volumes each formatted at 2,048K (2Mb)

E.O.S. is limited to a max number of 233 files that can be stored in a partition/volume even if you INITialize the volume with a larger number of
directory blocks. There is no work around to this max number of files that can be saved to a partition/volume, so be mindful when adding a lot of
files. Also, when you DELETE a file, this only changes the attribute of the file(s) to deleted (hidden) and does not remove it from the directory and
the blocks that the files is stored on. To completely remove the file from the directory and area in the partition/volume where it is stored, you will
have to use the KRUNCH option in the HardDrive menu program.

DIRECTORY SIZE BREAKDOWN:
1K = 33 files
2K = 77 files
3K = 116 files
4K = 155 files
5K = 194 files
6K = 233 files
7K or larger = 233 files

The CopyCart volumes contained on CF Card #02 are setup with a 2K directory on purpose due to this software program being develped prior to
large storage drives being made available for the ADAM Computer. You can not increase this 2K directory size as this will cause the CopyCart
menu program to crash and this means that a max of 77 files can be stored on these partitions/volumes. This also means that one could place 76
(1 file is the CopyCart menu program) files onto a CopyCart volume and still have 500K or more free space still available, but unuseable since no
more directory slots are available. There are a number of issues with running some cartridge rom images with CopyCart and they are noted in the
list. Most issues are due to the rom not being able to reside in RAM and work properly, but the rom image is good and has been included for
completeness or to transfer back to a PC.

Numerous programs are not compatible due to a conflict between the IDE drivers special drivers installed by the particular software title. Most of the
issues are related to Expansion RAM drivers (ADAM Bomb I, BrainStorm, etc.), software program loads specific ranges of blocks instead of
specific files (ADAM Super Games Donkey Kong, Buck Rogers, Dragon's Lair, etc.), software loads it own modified O.S. (Disk Manager,
SmartBASIC 2.0, numerous Walters Software titiles) and other unknown specific reasons (Clipper, FontPower, SpritePower, etc.). If the program
was developed and released by Coleco and is not included on CF Card #01, it is not compatible. However, you can load these programs from the
BOOT SOFTWARE option in the HardDrive menu program from Data Pack or Disk and they should all work properly, but you may not have
access to the IDE drive configured as Data Drive #2.

I have setup almost all of the software titles to reside on their own partition/volume and this therefore means that only a couple E.O.S. partitions/
volumes are left blank to add your own software. However, I have edited/hacked the programs where required to change the filenames so that there
should be no filename conflicts (duplicates) which means you can rearrange the programs and combine them onto one partition/volume if you like.
It's a bit of a process to edit the files associated with each program using the File Manager Editor or loading the files in SmartBASIC and
searching through the program listing to find all the LOAD / RUN commands to edit, but with a little practice, it becomes a lot less time consuming
and tedious.


CF CARD #01 - PARTITION #00: Boot IDE1
Partition is setup with a 12K diretory (don't change)

HARDDRIVE - IDE Utility / Menu control program. This is the program that is loaded upon booting the IDE Drive digital
data pack/disk/cartridge or when you turn on your ADAM with the IDE Boot Prom installed on the MicroFox Parallel Printer
Interface Card.

SmartBASIC - Enhanced version of SmartBASIC for IDE drives. Use the CATALOG command to move around to other partitions on
the currently selected CF Card or other drives hooked up to the ADAM For instance:

CATALOG,D1 - view the contents of Data Drive #1
CATALOG,D5 - view the contents of Disk Drive #1
CATALOG,D6 - view the contents of Disk Drive #2
CATALOG,D7 - view the contents of the RAMdisk (if a memory expander is installed and proper driver software loaded)
CATALOG,D2 - view the contents of the current Partition on the IDE device
CATALOG,D2,V1 - view the contents of Partition #01 on the IDE device. Valid Partition #'s are from 0 thru 19.

I do not have any further information as to other enhancements or bug fixes that might have been made to this version of
SmartBASIC and would need to check numerous memory addresses in this 28K program in order to provide further information.
This process will take a very long time, so just assume that the known bugs (ie: DATA and REM spacebump bug), exist in
this version until I can provide further word.

FILE MANAGER - Enhanced version of File Manager for all your copying needs and then some. Simply put, the best all
around utility program ever developed for the ADAM Computer.

ADAMLINK1 - Telecommunications software that was supplied with the 300 baud ADAMLink Modem. This is the actual program
file and not a BOOT file.

ADAMLINK2 - Enhanced telecommunications software that was made available by Coleco through mail-order only. This is the
actual program file and not a BOOT file.

SMARTFILER - Coleco database program. This is the actual program file and not a BOOT file. To use, set the active
partition to #02 and then boot this file.

RECIPEFILER - Coleco database program. This is the actual program file and not a BOOT file. To use, set the active
partition to #01 and then boot this file.

ADDRESSBOOKFILER - Coleco database program. This is the actual program file and not a BOOT file. To use, set the active
partition to #03 and then boot this file.

BOOT FILES - These are the 1K boot files for programs contained in different partitions on the IDE drive (CF Card, Zip
Drive, Sparq Drive, Hard Drive, etc.). Each boot file was originally contained on Block #00 of it's repective program and
copied to a file in partition #00 of the IDE drive and properly name BOOT-xxxxx. To use, set the active partition to the
corresponding program and then select the BOOT-xxxxx file to load the program.

·	BOOT-ACALC - ADAMCalc
·	BOOT-EFM - Electronic Flashcard Maker
·	BOOT-SLF - SmartLETTERS & Forms
·	BOOT-MACAD - MacADAM
·	BOOT-AHSL - ADAM Home Software Library
·	BOOT-SCALC - SimpleCALC
·	BOOT-TAX - Tax Planner
·	BOOT-CGP - Coleco Graphics Processor (aka: Project Name by Line)
·	BOOT-LOGO - SmartLOGO
·	BOOT-PAINT - PowerPaint by Digital Express Inc. and enhanced by Richard Drushel for Hard Drives
·	BOOT-VTUNE - VideoTunes by FutureVision


CF CARD #01 - PARTITION #01: RecipeFILER
Partition is setup with a 8K diretory.


CF CARD #01 - PARTITION #02: SmartFILER
Partition is setup with a 8K diretory.


CF CARD #01 - PARTITION #03: AddressBook FILER
Partition is setup with a 8K diretory.


CF CARD #01 - PARTITION #04: ADAMCalc
Partition is setup with a 8K diretory.


CF CARD #01 - PARTITION #05: Electronic FlashCard Maker
Partition is setup with a 8K diretory.

Due to a conflict with the IDE drivers, there is no sound effects.

Includes Flash Facts Flashbacks, Trivia and Vocabulator


CF CARD #01 - PARTITION #06: SmartLETTERS & FORMS
Partition is setup with a 8K diretory.

I have not been able to get this program to boot, but others have said it works. Further testing needed.


CF CARD #01 - PARTITION #07: MacADAM
Partition is setup with a 8K diretory.


CF CARD #01 - PARTITION #08: ADAM Home Software Library
Partition is setup with a 8K diretory.

From the book "32 Basic Programs for the Coleco ADAM"


CF CARD #01 - PARTITION #09: SimpleCALC
Partition is setup with a 8K diretory.


CF CARD #01 - PARTITION #10: Tax Planner
Partition is setup with a 8K diretory.

Long load time, be patient.


CF CARD #01 - PARTITION #11: Coleco Graphics Processor
Partition is setup with a 8K diretory.

Remove any Data Pack or Disk from it's drive before booting this program as C.G.P. will automatically INITialize it for
use with storing picture files.


CF CARD #01 - PARTITION #12: SmartLOGO
Partition is setup with a 8K diretory.

Includes NIAD SmartLOGO LNDV #02 public domain volume.


CF CARD #01 - PARTITION #13: SmartBASIC
Partition is setup with a 8K diretory.

RUN filename - to load and run standard (A) type SmartBASIC programs.
BRUN filename - to load and run binary converted (H) type SmartBASIC programs.

If you receive an ERROR MESSAGE, just type RUN and press RETURN to start game.

Due to the way some programs setup graphics, it is best to reboot SmartBASIC upon exiting the program before loading
another program. This does not hold true for all the programs listed below, but it is still a good habit to get into and
only takes a few seconds with the speed of loading from IDE devices.

·	.Gravitar (H) - support files: landr
·	3D-Maze (H)
·	Arcade (A) - support files: scores, set, arcade
·	ArtAuction (H)
·	Baccarat (H)
·	Baracade (H)
·	Battleship (H)
·	Battleshp1 (H)
·	Bingo (H)
·	Blackjack (H)
·	Blackjack1 (H)
·	Blackjack2 (H)
·	BombAdvntr (H)
·	Bouncer (H)
·	Boxing (H) - support files: boxers, boxing
·	BreakThru (H)
·	Bricks (H)
·	Bug (H)
·	Camel (H)
·	CardGames (H) - support files: cards
·	Catch (H)
·	Caterpillr (H)
·	CaterRevng (H)
·	ChainReact (H)
·	Chateau (H)
·	Circus (H)
·	Citadel (H)
·	Cobra (H)
·	Commited (H) - support files: CommitDOC
·	Connect4 (H)
·	Connect4-1 (H)
·	Craps (H)
·	CrolonsRev (H) - support files: MLC1, NOTAB, BI-CON, BRDsng, CROLDATA
·	Cube (H)
·	Dash (H)
·	DemonLair (H)
·	E.V.I.L.-1 (H)
·	E.V.I.L.-2 (H)
·	E.V.I.L.-3 (H)
·	EctoBlastr (H)
·	Elf (H)
·	Eliminator (H)
·	Evasion (H)
·	EzMatch (H)
·	Fishing (H)
·	FlyLine (H)
·	Football (H) - support files: MLcontrol2, bi\con, musicFB, spritestrf, FOOTBALL, FTBL
·	Football (A) - support files: steelers, cowboys, bears, bills, saints, chiefs, colts
·	Football1 (H) - support files: NFL.pix, sm.pix, NFL, NFL-Loader
·	Fortress (H) - support files: ship, fortress
·	Ghosts (H)
·	Goblin (H)
·	Golden (H) - support files: flutescore
·	Golf-I (H)
·	Gorky (H)
·	GrandPrix (H)
·	HangMan2 (H)
·	Hamurabi (H)
·	Haunted (H)
·	Hockey (H)
·	HorseRace (H) - support files: HORSES(A), HORSES(H)
·	Hurdle (H)
·	I.T. (H)
·	Island (H)
·	JewelHunt (H) - support files: LOOT
·	JoinFour (H)
·	Joust (H)
·	Judo (H)
·	JumpJack (H)
·	Kutenkamen (H)
·	LightHouse (H)
·	London (H)
·	Mansion (H)
·	MarcoPolo (H) - support files: marcopolo
·	MineField (H)
·	MissEVIL (H)
·	Mosquitoes (H)
·	MotherLode (H) - support files: MTHR1.ASM, MTHR2.ASM, mthrhigh
·	Munchy (H) - support files: mazes, munchy
·	Nerm (H)
·	Nuclear (H)
·	OilDriller (H)
·	Othello (H) - support files: othelscore
·	Parrot (H) - support files: PARROT
·	Password (H)
·	Patience (H) - support files: patiscore
·	Pede-Quest (H)
·	PegJump (H)
·	Poker (H) - support files: c, alltime, spare
·	PokerHouse (H)
·	PreSchool (H)
·	Protector (H)
·	Puff (H)
·	Puzzle (H)
·	RayTron (H)
·	RenRobot (H)
·	RenRobot2 (H)
·	Road-Hog (H)
·	Roader (H)
·	Scramble (H)
·	ShipBattle (H)
·	SinkShip (H)
·	SlotMach (H)
·	Snafu (H)
·	Snaker (H)
·	SpaceLiner (H)
·	Squeeze (H)
·	StarShip (H) - support files: StarShpDOC
·	StarTrek (H)
·	StarTrek1 (H)
·	StarTrek2 (H) - support files: TREK2A.DOC, TREK2B.DOC
·	StarWars (H)
·	StrongHold (H)
·	Survival (H)
·	Survival1 (H) - support files: SurvivDOC
·	Threek (H)
·	TicTacADAM (H)
·	TicTacToe (H)
·	TJNuclPowr (H)
·	Tolkien (H)
·	TowerHanoi (H)
·	Traveler (H) - support files: 1TRAVELER, 2TRAVELER, 3TRAVELER
·	Trucker (H) - support files: TK
·	TutsTomb (H)
·	USARace (H)
·	WerewWandr (H)
·	WildAdvtr (H)
·	WildWest (H)
·	WordGame (H)
·	WordSearch (H)
·	WormWood (H)
·	Wumpus-II (H)
·	Yahtsee (H) - support files: YAHTSEE, scoreboard
·	Yahtzee (H)

CF CARD #01 - PARTITION #14 thru 17: Blank
Partition is setup with a 8K diretory.


CF CARD #01 - PARTITION #18: PowerPAINT
Partition is setup with a 8K diretory.

Hard Disk version the best graphics design program developed for the ADAM Computer. Hundreds of additional graphic files
(sprites, clip-art, fonts, picture files, etc.) are included on this partition as well.


CF CARD #01 - PARTITION #19: VideoTUNES
Partition is setup with a 8K diretory.


CF CARD #02 - PARTITION #00: Boot IDE2
Partition is setup with a 12K diretory (don't change).

HARDDRIVE - IDE Utility / Menu control program. This is the program that is loaded upon booting the IDE Drive digital
data pack/disk/cartridge or when you turn on your ADAM with the IDE Boot Prom installed on the MicroFox Parallel Printer
Interface Card.

SmartBASIC - Enhanced version of SmartBASIC for IDE drives. Use the CATALOG command to move around to other partitions on
the currently selected CF Card or other drives hooked up to the ADAM For instance:

CATALOG,D1 - view the contents of Data Drive #1
CATALOG,D5 - view the contents of Disk Drive #1
CATALOG,D6 - view the contents of Disk Drive #2
CATALOG,D7 - view the contents of the RAMdisk (if a memory expander is installed and proper driver software loaded)
CATALOG,D2 - view the contents of the current Partition on the IDE device
CATALOG,D2,V1 - view the contents of Partition #01 on the IDE device. Valid Partition #'s are from 0 thru 19.

I do not have any further information as to other enhancements or bug fixes that might have been made to this version of
SmartBASIC and would need to check numerous memory addresses in this 28K program in order to provide further information.
This process will take a very long time, so just assume that the known bugs (ie: DATA and REM spacebump bug), exist in
this version until I can provide further word.

FILE MANAGER - Enhanced version of File Manager for all your copying needs and then some. Simply put, the best all
around utility program ever developed for the ADAM Computer.

·	BOOT-ROMS - CopyCart
·	BOOT-TotSD - Temple of the Snow Dragon
·	BOOT-BOMB2 - ADAM Bomb 2
·	BOOT-CHIP - MicroChip
·	BOOT-GOLF - ADAM Links Golf (aka: Pro Golf Champ)
·	BOOT-MAGE - Mage Quest
·	BOOT-DRAGN - Dragon: The Chinese Challenge
·	BOOT-SNOWM - The Abominable Snowman
·	BOOT-ADDCT - Addictus
·	BOOT-KLNDK - Klondike
·	BOOT-SCF - Cosmo Figther Super Game
·	BOOT-CHESS - Modem Chess
·	BOOT-TANK - Modem Tank
·	BOOT-MOUSE - Lab Mouse
·	BOOT-LBLDR - LinkBuiler for ADAM Links Golf
·	BOOT-MIND - Mind Over ADAM
·	BOOT-EGP1 - Electronic Game Pack I


CF CARD #02 - PARTITION #01: CV ROMS #01
Partition is setup with a 2K diretory (don't change).

					RARITY	PRODUCT
C	B	M	O	PRICE	LO	CB	NUMBER	YEAR	TITLE	MANUFACTURER			CONT. 

q	q	q	q	.....	R4	R6	2618	1984	2010: The Graphic Action Game	Coleco	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R6	R8	TC-201	1985	Alcazar - The Forgotten Fortress	Activision / TeleGames	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R6	R7	ABC-CV	1984	Alphabet Zoo		Spinnaker	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R8	R9	....	1986	Amazing Bumpman	Sunrise Software / TeleGames	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R4	R6	2429	1984	Antarctic Adventure		Coleco	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R7	R9	2-004	1984	Aquattack		Interphase	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R5	R7	99022	1983	Artillery Duel		Xonox	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R4	R6	OTL-901	1983	B.C.'s Quest for Tires		SierraVision/On-Line / Sydney	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R5	R6	2863	1984	B.C.'s Quest for Tires II: Grog's Revenge	Coleco	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R3	R5	VS-003	1983	Beamrider	Activision	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R5	R8	2-002	1984	Blockade Runner	Interphase	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R8	R9	TC-203	1987	Boulder Dash	Micro Fun / TeleGames	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R4	R5	2696	1984	Brain Strainers	Coleco	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R3	R5	2615	1983	Buck Rogers - Planet of Zoom	Coleco	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R4	R6	2440	1984	Bump 'n' Jump	Coleco	H-S-D
q	q	q		.....	R3	R6	2430	1984	BurgerTime	Coleco	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R5	R6	2682	1984	Cabbage Patch Kids - Adventures in the Park	Coleco	H-S
q	q	q	q	.....	R5	R7	2600	1984	Cabbage Patch Kids - Picture Show	Coleco	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R6	R8	1604	1983	Campaign '84	Sunrise Software	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R1	R2	2445	1982	Carnival	Coleco	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R2	R3	70004	1983	Centipede	AtariSoft	H-S-R
q	q	q		.....	R5	R7	2690	1984	Choplifter!	Coleco	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R5	R7	99021	1983	Chuck Norris SuperKicks	Xonox	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R4	R5	2669	1984	Congo Bongo	Coleco	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R1	R2	2434	1982	Cosmic Avenger	Coleco	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R10	R10	PG901	1983	Cosmic Crisis	Bit Corp. (Europe)	H-S
q	q	q	q	.....	R4	R7	2686	1984	Dam Busters, The	Coleco	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R5	R7	DCF	1984	Dance Fantasy	Fisher Price	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R3	R5	VS-006	1983	Decathlon, The Activision	Activision	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R3	R4	70002	1983	Defender	AtariSoft	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R3	R5	2602	1984	Destructor		Coleco	D
q	q	q		.....	R1	R8	2411	1982	Donkey Kong	Coleco	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R1	R2	2601	1983	Donkey Kong Junior	Coleco	H-S
q	q	q	q	.....	R4	R5	2699	1984	Dr. Seuss Fix-Up the Mix-Up Puzzler	Coleco		H-S
q	q	q		.....	R5	R7	720065	1984	DragonFire	Imagic	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R5	R6	2607	1984	Dukes of Hazard, The		Coleco	D
q	q	q	q	.....	R4	R5	FMK-CV	1983	Facemaker	Spinnaker	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R4	R6	720066	1983	Fathom	Imagic	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R6	R7	SE291	1983	Flipper Slipper		SpectraVision / Video	H-S
q	q	q	q	.....	R5	R6	2681	1984	Fortune Builder	Coleco	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R4	R5	FRF-CV	1983	Fraction Fever	Spinnaker	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R5	R7	SE232	1983	Frantic Freddy	SpectraVision / Video	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R2	R5	2613	1983	Frenzy	Coleco	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R1	R6	9830	1983	Frogger	Parker Brothers	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R5	R7	9990	1984	Frogger II: ThreeeDeep!	Parker Brothers	H-S
q	q	q	q	.....	R2	R5	2650	1983	Front Line	Coleco	S
q	q	q		.....	R5	R7	70006	1983	Galaxian	AtariSoft	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R4	R5	610R	1984	Gateway to Apshai	Epyx		H-S
q	q	q		.....	R2	R4	2449	1983	Gorf	Coleco	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R5	R7	1601	1983	Gust Buster	Sunrise Software	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R4	R6	9980	1984	Gyruss	Parker Brothers	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R4	R5	VS-005	1984	H.E.R.O.	Activision	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R4	R5	MCL520	1983	Heist, The	Micro Fun	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R5	R6	2621	1984	Illusions	Coleco	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R6	R8	99062	1984	It's Only Rock 'N' Roll	Xonox	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R4	R6	9900	1984	James Bond: 007	Parker Brothers	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R6	R7	JUK-FV	1984	Jukebox	Spinnaker	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R4	R5	590	1984	Jumpman Junior	Epyx	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R6	R8	70007	1983	Jungle Hunt	AtariSoft	H-S
q	q	q	q	.....	R2	R3	2439	1983	Ken Uston Blackjack & Poker	Coleco	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R5	R6	VS-004	1984	Keystone Kapers	Activision	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R1	R2	2433	1982	Lady Bug	Coleco	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R4	R6	LLL-901	1984	Learning with Leeper	SierraVision / On-Line	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R5	R7	LNL		1984	Linking Logic	Fisher Price	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R5	R7	LLV	1984	Logic Levels	Fisher Price	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R2	R3	2603	1983	Looping	Coleco	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R5	R7	MEM	1984	Memory Manor	Fisher Price	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R10	R10	PG903	1983	Meteoric Shower	Bit Corp. (Europe)	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R3	R5	MCL521	1983	Miner 2049er	Micro Fun	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R4	R6	2694	1984	Monkey Academy	Coleco	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R5	R6	9660	1984	Montezuma's Revenge (2-Piece Box)	Parker Brothers	H
q	q	q		.....	R3	R5	720061	1983	Moonsweeper	Imagic	H-S

ISSUES / NOT COMPATIBLE: Boulder Dash - will not run from RAM. Defender - use the ADAM version on Partition #03.
Heist - use extra life hack on Partition #03). Keystone Kapers - will not run from RAM.


CF CARD #02 - PARTITION #02: CV ROMS #02
Partition is setup with a 2K diretory (don't change).

					RARITY	PRODUCT
C	B	M	O	PRICE	LO	CB	NUMBER	YEAR	TITLE	MANUFACTURER			CONT. 

q	q	q		.....	R6	R9	99026	1984	Motocross Racer	Xonox	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R4	R6	1605	1984	Mountain King	Sunrise Software	H-S
q	q	q	q	.....	R1	R2	2419	1982	Mouse Trap	Coleco	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R2	R3	2622	1983	Mr. Do!	Coleco	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R5	R6	9820	1984	Mr. Do's! Castle		Parker Brothers	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R3	R5	720064	1983	Novablast	Imagic	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R5	R7	OWL-901	1984	Oil's Well	SierraVision / On-Line	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R2	R4	2448	1983	Omega Race	Coleco	H-S-R
q	q	q		.....	R6	R8	....	1984	One on One Basketball	Micro Fun	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R1	R2	2605	1983	Pepper II	Coleco	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R2	R5	VS-001	1983	Pitfall!	Activision	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R4	R6	VS-008	1984	Pitfall II - Lost Caverns	Activision	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R3	R4	600 R	1983	Pitstop	Epyx	H-S-D
q	q	q		.....	R2	R3	9810	1983	Popeye	Parker Brothers	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R1	R5	9800	1983	Q*bert	Parker Brothers	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R6	R8	9950	1984	Q*bert's Qubes	Parker Brothers	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R5	R7	1603	1983	Quest for Quintana Roo	Sunrise Software	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R2	R5	VS-002	1984	River Raid	Activision	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R6	R8	99023	1984	Robin Hood	Xonox	H-S
q	q	q	q	.....	R2	R5	2606	1983	Rocky - Super Action Boxing	Coleco	S
q	q	q		.....	R3	R5	2668	1984	Roc'N Rope	Coleco	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R1	R1	TC-202	1984	Rock'N Bolt	Activision / TeleGames	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R6	R7	1602	1983	Rolloverture	Sunrise Software	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R8	R9	SLD902	1983	Sammy Lightfoot	SierraVision / On-Line	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R7	R9	SE220	1983	Sector Alpha	SpectraVision / Video	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R5	R7	2-001	1984	Sewer Sam		Interphase	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R6	R8	99024	1983	Sir Lancelot	Xonox	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R7	R8	....	1986	Skiing	TeleGames	H-S
q		q		.....	R2	..	2492	1983	Slither	Coleco	R
q	q	q		.....	R8	R9	99061	1984	Slurpy	Xonox	H-S
q	q	q	q	.....	R5	R7	2697	1984	Smurf - Paint'N Play Workshop	Coleco	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R1	R2	2443	1982	Smurf - R.i.G.C.	Coleco	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R2	R3	2415	1983	Space Fury	Coleco	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R2	R3	2447	1983	Space Panic	Coleco	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R6	R8	SE234	1983	Spectron	SpectraVision / Video	H-S
q	q	q	q	.....	R5	R7	2617	1984	Spy Hunter	Coleco	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R4	R5	2-003	1983	Squish'Em featuring Sam	Interphase	H-S
q	q	q	q	.....	R4	R6	2680	1984	Star Trek - Strategic Operations Simulator	Coleco	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R4	R6	9940	1984	Star Wars - The Arcade Game	Parker Brothers	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R10	..	PG904	1983	Strike It!	Bit Corp. (Europe)	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R2	R4	2614	1983	SubRoc	Coleco	H-S
q		q	q	.....	R2	..	2491	1983	Super Action Baseball	Coleco	S
q	q	q	q	.....	R2	R4	2422	1984	Super Action Football	Coleco	S
q	q	q		.....	R7	R9	74-374	1984	Super Action Football (Soccer)	CBS Electronics	S
q	q	q		.....	R4	R5	9850	1983	Super Cobra	Parker Brothers	H
q	q	q		.....	R5	R7	SE237	1983	Super Cross Force	SpectraVision / Video	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R9	R9	G2500	1984	Super Sketch - Sketch-Master	Practical Peripherals	P
q	q	q		.....	R10	R10	PG902	1983	Tank Wars	Bit Corp. (Europe)	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R3	R5	2616	1984	Tapper	Coleco	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R2	R5	2632	1984	Tarzan	Coleco	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R4	R6	2698	1984	Telly Turtle	Coleco	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R6	R7	THL901	1983	Threshold	SierraVision / On-Line	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R2	R3	2633	1983	Time Pilot	Coleco	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R7	R9	99025	1984	Tomarc the Barbarian	Xonox	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R7	R9	727630	1984	Tournament Tennis	Imagic	H-S
q		q		.....	R2	..	2413	1982	Turbo		Coleco	D
q	q	q		.....	R4	R5	9840	1983	Tutankham	Parker Brothers	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R7	R8	009-21	1984	Up 'N' Down	Sega	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R1	R2	2417	1982	Venture	Coleco	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R7	R8	2446	1983	Victory	Coleco	R
q	q	q	q	.....	R3	R6	2153CL	1983	War Room	Probe 2000	H-S
q	q	q	q	.....	R3	R5	2632	1984	WarGames	Coleco	H-S-R
q	q	q		.....	R6	R7	720063	1983	Wing War	Imagic	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R8	R9	WML-900	1984	WizMath, The Wizard of Id's	SierraVision / On-Line	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R7	R9	99060	1984	Word Feud	Xonox	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R1	R2	2435	1982	Zaxxon	Coleco	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R5	R6	VS-007	1984	Zenji	Activision	H-S
q	q	q		.....	R10	R10	....	1985	Castelo	Splice (Brazil)	H-S
q				.....	R10	R10	....	1983	Caterpillar S.O.S. (C.A.T. Dealers only)	Nuvatec	H-S
q	q	q		.....	..	..	74-359C	1983	Victory	CBS Elec. (Box 2 - 4L4065)	R
q	q	q		.....	..	..	....	1984	B.C. II: Grog's Revenge	Coleco of Canada	H-S
q	q	q	q	.....	..	..	2862	1984	Dam Busters, The	Coleco of Canada	H-S

ISSUES: Sector Alpha - no known good rom dump. Super Cobra - use the ADAM version on Partition #03. Caterpillar S.O.S.
- unknown reason, but probably due to trying to run in RAM.


CF CARD #02 - PARTITION #03: CV ROMS #03
Partition is setup with a 2K diretory (don't change).

					RARITY	PRODUCT
C	B	M	O	PRICE	LO	CB	NUMBER	YEAR	TITLE	MANUFACTURER			CONT. 

q				.....	R9	...	....	1983	ADAM Demonstration	Coleco	.....
q				.....	R9	...	....	1982	ADAM Diagnostics	Coleco	H-S
q				.....	R10	...	....	198x	ADAM Final Test	Coleco				.....
q				.....	R10	...	....	198x	ADAM's MusicBox	Coleco	H-S
q				.....	R10	...	....	1983	ADAM Tape/Disk Verification Rel. xx	Coleco	K
q				.....	R10	...	....	1983	ADAM Tape/Disk Verification Rel. 01	Coleco	K
q				.....	R10	...	.....	1984	TapeUtil Rev. 22	Coleco	.....
                                 
q				.....	R10	...	....	198x	ColecoVision Final Test	Coleco	H-S
q				.....	R10	...	....	1983	Super Action Controller Test	Nuvatec	H-S

q				.....	R10	...	....	1984	Berenstain Bears, The (for Kid Vid Module)	Coleco	.....
q				.....	R10	...	....	1984	Smurfs Save the Day (for Kid Vid Module)	Coleco	.....
q				.....	R10	...	....	1983	Sword and The Sorcerer	Coleco	.....
q				.....	R10	...	....	1983	Tunnels'N Trolls	Coleco	.....

HACK		.....	..	..	....	200x	Boulder Dash (50 Lives)	Unknown	H-S
HACK		.....	..	..	....	2010	Destructor (Controller Hack)	NewColeco	H-S
HACK		.....	..	..	....	200x	ELDCDBPAPP (Q*bert)	NewColeco	H-S
HACK		.....	..	..	....	2009	Ghost Trap (Mouse Trap)	Snorlaxnut/NewColeco	H-S
HACK		.....	..	..	....	199x	Heist, The (50 Lives)	Unknown	H-S
HACK		.....	..	..	....	1997	JBulman Junior (Jumpman Junior)	NewColeco	H-S
HACK		.....	..	..	....	199x	Miner 2049er (8 & 50 Lives)	Unknown	H-S
HACK		.....	..	..	....	200x	Moon Patrol	NewColeco	H-S
HACK		.....	..	..	....	2010	Slither (Controller Hack)	NewColeco	H-S
HACK		.....	..	..	....	2010	Turbo (Controller Hack)	NewColeco	H-S
HACK		.....	..	..	....	200x	Vampire (Venture)	NewColeco	H-S
HACK		.....	..	..	....	2010	Victory (Controller Hack)	NewColeco	H-S
HACK		.....	..	..	....	200x	Winky Trap (Mouse Trap)	J-F Dupuis	H-S

q				.....	R10	...	....	1984	A.E.	Coleco	H-S
q				.....	R10	...	....	1984	Bump 'n' Jump	Mattel	H-S
q				.....	R10	...	....	1984	BurgerTime	Mattel	H-S
q				.....	R10	...	....	1984	Cabbage Patch Kids - Adventures in the Park	Konami	H-S
q				.....	R10	...	....	1985	Cabbage Patch Kids - Super Adv. in the Park	Coleco	H-S
q				.....	R10	...	....	1983	Dig Dug	AtariSoft	H-S
q				.....	R10	...	....	198x	Dragon's Lair	Coleco	H-S
q				.....	R10	...	....	1983	Escape from the Mindmaster	Starpath	H-S
q				.....	R10	...	....	1983	Fall Guy	20th Century Fox	H-S-D
q				.....	R10	...	....	1984	Fireman	Nice Ideas	H-S
q				.....	R10	...	....	1983	Joust	AtariSoft	H-S
q				.....	R10	...	....	1983	Lord of the Dungeon, The	NAP C.E. / Probe 2000	H-S
q				.....	R10	...	....	1983	M.A.S.H.	20th Century Fox	H-S
q				.....	R10	...	....	1984	Monkey Academy	Konami	H-S
q				.....	R10	...	....	1984	Moon Patrol (Matt Patrol)	AtariSoft	H-S
q				.....	R10	...	....	1984	Number Bumper	Sunrise Software	H-S
q				.....	R10	...	....	1983	Orbit	Parker Brothers	.....
q				.....	R10	...	....	1983	Pac-Man	AtariSoft	H-S
q				.....	R10	...	....	1983	Porky's	20th Century Fox	H-S
q				.....	R10	...	....	1983	Power Lords - Quest for Volcan	NAP C.E. / Probe 2000	H-S
q				.....	R10	...	....	1984	Steamroller	Activision	H-S
q				.....	R10	...	....	1983	Super Donkey Kong	Coleco	H-S
q				.....	R10	...	....	1983	Super Donkey Kong Junior	Coleco	H-S
q				.....	R10	...	....	1984	Video Hustler	Coleco	H-S
q				.....	R10	...	....	1984	Video Hustler	Konami	H-S
q				.....	R10	...	....	1983	Yolks On You, The	20th Century Fox	H-S

ISSUES: ADAM utilties, SAC Test, Boulder Dash hack, Lord of the Dungeon, Monkey Academy, Super Donkey Kong


CF CARD #02 - PARTITION #04: CV ROMS #04
Partition is setup with a 2K diretory (don't change).

Purposely left blank for people to add their own rom images.


CF CARD #02 - PARTITION #05: BLANK
Partition is setup with a 8K diretory.


CF CARD #02 - PARTITION #06: E.G.P. I
Partition is setup with a 8K diretory.


CF CARD #02 - PARTITION #07: Mind Over ADAM
Partition is setup with a 8K diretory.


CF CARD #02 - PARTITION #08: Lab Mouse
Partition is setup with a 8K diretory.


CF CARD #02 - PARTITION #09: Modem Chess & Modem Tank
Partition is setup with a 8K diretory.


CF CARD #02 - PARTITION #10: Super Cosmo Fighter
Partition is setup with a 8K diretory.


CF CARD #02 - PARTITION #11: ADAM Bomb II
Partition is setup with a 8K diretory.


CF CARD #02 - PARTITION #12: MicroChip
Partition is setup with a 8K diretory.


CF CARD #02 - PARTITION #13: Dragon: The Chinese Challenge
Partition is setup with a 8K diretory.


CF CARD #02 - PARTITION #14: ADAMLink Golf (Pro Golf Champ) & LinkBuilder Construction Set
Partition is setup with a 8K diretory.


CF CARD #02 - PARTITION #15: Addictus
Partition is setup with a 8K diretory.


CF CARD #02 - PARTITION #16: Mage Quest
Partition is setup with a 8K diretory.


CF CARD #02 - PARTITION #17: Temple of the Snow Dragon
Partition is setup with a 4K diretory (don't change).


CF CARD #02 - PARTITION #18: The Abominable Snowman
Partition is setup with a 8K diretory.


CF CARD #02 - PARTITION #19: Klondike
Partition is setup with a 8K diretory.


